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Proc. of SPIE's Conf. on Electronic Imaging (Conf. 1659), San Jose, CA, Feb. 9{14, 1992 1Iconic{Symbolic InterfacesDietrich Paulus, Heinrich NiemannLehrstuhl f�ur Informatik 5, (Mustererkennung)Universit�at Erlangen{N�urnberg, GermanyABSTRACTA uniform interface for the data exchange between image segmentation and high{level image analysis will bepresented, which I will call an `iconic{symbolic interface'. The interface will be speci�ed as a class in an object{oriented programming environment.The term `iconic processing' will be contrasted to `iconic data structures'. Symbolic processing will be separatedfrom iconic processing by the use of explicitly represented knowledge about the task domain. Many segmentationalgorithms may be performed independent of the task domain. I will point out that the same holds for the recoveryof depth and surface information by shape from shading or stereo and for the detection of motion.Several data structures for the representation of the results of segmentation will be compared. The new class`segmentation object' (i.e., the data structure and the required operations on it) will be de�ned as a superset ofthe other proposed data structures. It allows for a uniform representation for 2{D and 3{D image segmentationand for motion detection. The interface to symbolic processing will be de�ned by a machine{independent externalrepresentation of the segmentation object. Compactness will be obtained by binary storage.International standardization of low{level image preprocessing and of an image interchange format is in progress.I will indicate how a future standard can cooperate with the external representation of segmentation objects.1 INTRODUCTIONImage processing software is presently used in many areas of application. The complexity of the systems and ofthe results depends highly on the particluar application. A simple example is the automatic recognition of postaladdresses of letters. More complex classi�cation problems arise in the inspection of X{ray images. Three{dimensional(3{D) reconstruction is required for Computer Tomograph (CT) and Magnetic Resonance (MR) images or in robotics.Other examples can be found in medical, industrial, military or geographical applications.Whereas simple classi�cation problems can be solved with statistical methods, the automatic analysis and un-derstanding of complex patterns generally requires knowledge about the particular task domain. The parameters forstatistical classi�cation are usually set automatically in a training stage using a representative sample. In general how-ever, the problem of automatic acquisition of knowledge for pattern analysis using a sample of the expected scenes isstill unsolved. Moreover, knowledge{based image analysis systems are mostly designed exclusively for a small numberof possible applications. But even the knowledge{based image analysis systems usually have some components whichoperate on images independently from the speci�c task. These components are commonly referred to as the imagepreprocessing stage. Typical operations are a variety of �lters, geometric transformations and corrections, extractionof features, like e.g. grey{level histograms.Preprocessing is not the only part of an image analysis system which can be designed without knowledge aboutthe task domain. The analysis of complex scenes usually requires that the image is split into simpler components (e.g.points, lines, vertices, regions). This process is called the segmentation of an image. Segmentation may in some casesbe directed by the knowledge{base, but may in many cases as well be initially performed independently of the speci�ctask.Image preprocessing and image segmentation are part of most of the image analysis systems. Many popularalgorithms for preprocessing and segmentation exist which may be speci�ed abstractly without referring to details ofa possible implementation. In the following, we will inspect the concrete data structures used in the implementationsof these processes. 2 PREPROCESSINGDigital image preprocessing mainly deals with pictorial data structures, which are usually represented in matrices.Typical operations transform images into images, e.g., by �ltering. The concept of an image is however more complex



Proc. of SPIE's Conf. on Electronic Imaging (Conf. 1659), San Jose, CA, Feb. 9{14, 1992 2than a simple matrix. Images may consist of a single matrix representing intensity information in a spatial domain.They may as well result from recordings of several channels, i.e., an image may have parts being images. Time seriesresult in sequences of images. Volumetric images may be seen as a �xed length sequence of two{dimensional imageslices or as a 3{D image cube. All of the above may be combined, e.g., resulting in a time sequence of volumetricmulti{channel images. Images may furthermore be transformed from the spatial domain into some feature domain,e.g., by a discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT). Feature{images are regarded as images as well. Furthermore, someimages make sense only with additional information e.g., a list of the camera parameters or parameters of the recordingdevice. The image data structure has to provide slots where this | mostly symbolic | information can be �lled in.Any of these concepts for images has its own set of operations. There have to be operations to access individualelements (pixels) of images. Other operations extract areas of interest or subpictures. Further operations allow theaccess to the above mentioned extra information attached to the image data structure. The sizes of the matrices orthe length of the image series are �xed parameters of the image.Data type Application in image processingEnumeration Colour channels: `red', `green', `blue'Linked list PolygonTree Quad treeGraph Region Adjacency GraphVector HistogramSet Results of segmentation (e.g. Set of Lines)Matrix ImageTab. 1: Examples for basic data types in image processingIn addition to image data structures, various general data types are required for image preprocessing, as can beseen in Tab. 1; further examples are given in e.g. the book of Niemann20 and the article of Shapiro30. A closer lookwill reveal that the data structures in the left row represent internal programming details and not concepts peculiar toimage processing. The applications on the right use the structures on the left as possible representations. All modernprogramming languages provide mechanisms for the representation of these data types.3 SEGMENTATIONImage segmentation is a process that transforms the image into a set of simpler constituents. The types of theobjects detected depend highly on the algorithm used. The two major classes of algorithms are the region{basedsegmentation, which searches for objects ful�lling a certain homogenity criterion, and the line{based systemes, whichdetect discontinuities in the image function. The objects detected in the segmentation may be represented in variousways as indicated in Tab. 2. One Object in the scene may be represented by more than one representation at the sametime. An example is a line which is detected as a chain code and is approximated by a spline.Geometric object RepresentationRegion Contour{LineCharacteristic FunctionQuad treeRun length codeLines Chain CodePolygonSplinePoint Coordinate pairTab. 2: Representations of results of the segmentationRegion based segmentation as well as line based segmentation starts up with a preprocessed image and usuallyapplies an operator which creates a new image in the feature domain. Edge{operators create gradient or line images.



Proc. of SPIE's Conf. on Electronic Imaging (Conf. 1659), San Jose, CA, Feb. 9{14, 1992 3Some possible paths for the segmentation of gray level images are shown in Fig. 1. Starting with a preprocessedgraylevel image (GrayImg, arc 1) either operations based on the �rst derivative (Sobel, Prewitt, etc., arc 2) or onthe second derivative (Laplace, arc 7) may be used. The former will create a gradient image (EdgeImg) consisting ofedge strength and edge orientation. Repeated application of the �rst derivative will also result in an approximationof the second derivative (arcs 5,6). Other edge detection algorithms result in enhanced contours without informationabout the direction of the edge (arc 3), e.g., by special rank order operations.20 By Hough Transformation (arc 8) anaccumulator array will be created and a set of lines represented as polygons (arc 11) will be generated. Line thinning(arcs 9,10) and line following (arc 12,13,14) will also result in a set of lines, mostly represented as chain codes. Wenow call these sets a Segmentation Object (SegObj).Region operators �rst create a region image (LabelImage, arc 4). Well known methods are region growing or `Splitand Merge'.18 The result will be a set of regions, possibly represented as quad trees (arc 15). This set will also be asegmentation object. The generation of the segmentation object is called the initial segmentation.
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16 141311 SegObjAccu GrayImgEdgeImgIconicSymbolic SegObjInterfaceFig. 1: Some paths from the camera to a segmentation object with line based segmentation of 2{D gray level imagesVarious structural relations can be detected during the segmentation process in addition to the primitive objects.20Lines can be grouped by collinearity or parallelism. Arcs or circles may be related, if they are concentric. During regionsegmentation relations showing the inclusion or neighbourhood are naturally detected. These relations are of coursemeaningful for the two{dimensional projection of the scene to the image plane. The representational mechanisms mayhowever be used for relations of three{dimensional objects in later stages of the analysis.Other operations on the primitive objects detected perform further processing of the initial segmentation, e.g., by



Proc. of SPIE's Conf. on Electronic Imaging (Conf. 1659), San Jose, CA, Feb. 9{14, 1992 4smoothing the edges or contours. These changes as well as new relations yield a new segmentation object (arc 16).Steps 1 (preprocessing) and 16 (enhancement of the segmentation result) may be repeated.4 ICONIC AND SYMBOLIC IMAGE PROCESSINGPictorial information which may as well be called iconic.28 In image segmentation primitive picture elementsare extracted from iconic data. Eventually, image analysis will transform the iconic data to a symbolic description.During this transformation various types of data structures will be needed as listed in Tab. 1, 2 and 3. An exampleis the `iconic{symbolic data structure'32 which explicitly names its purpose. Algorithms manipulating iconic dataare now called the iconic processing stage. A typical property of algorithms manipulating images is that no specialknowledge about the contents of the pictures is needed to perform the algorithm. Iconic algorithms operate on thedata independent of the task domain.Various segmentation algorithms make no assumptions about the scene as well. A `Split{and{Merge'{algorithmfor example will produce regions no matter whether the image material contains X{ray images or satellite images.Transformations of the quad tree generated by such an algorithm into other region representations | e.g., the contourline with appropriate relations | are also performed without reference to the particular analysis problem. All thetransitions shown in Fig. 1 may thus be performed data driven.Any algorithm that operates data driven on pictorial data is called an iconic algorithm. This applies for imagepreprocessing as well as data driven image segmentation. We can conclude, that symbolic processing di�ers from iconicprocessing by the use of explicitly represented knowledge about the task domain.5 ICONIC DETECTION OF MOTION AND DEPTHThe goal of many image analysis systems is the recovery of the third dimension out of a two{dimensional picture.Active or passive methods may be used for that purpose. Two popular approaches belonging to the passive methodsare the class of algorithms called `Shape from : : : ' which tries to calculate a surface map using some fairly generalassumptions about the reectance of the surfaces in the scene.25 The other is stereo vision where more than one camerais used to obtain di�erent aspects of the scene. When the camera parameters and the orientation of the optical axesare known, the depth of an object can be computed by triangulation using corresponding points in both images. Themain problem is �nding the corresponding primitive objects. A general stereo algorithm using straight line segmentsworks as follows:27 �rst the two images are normalized using the parameters of the cameras. Then lines are detected ineither image using conventional edge detection operators. Every line in the �rst image will be compared to all lines ina region of interest in the other image. Lines ful�lling some similarity criterion will be potential correspondences. Thisprocess is facilitated by the use of a resolution pyramid. Using relaxation the best matching lines are extracted fromthe potential correspondences. The result is a set of three{dimensional straight lines. No problem speci�c knowledgeis used in these processing steps.Other stereo based systems use optical ow or block matching. Neither of these operations uses a knowledge base.Depth recovery may thus be an iconic operation. However, in many cases guidance by a knowledge based system mayreduce the search space for the corresponding primitives.The same holds for the detection of motion, which is also mostly based on optical ow, block matching or thecorrespondence of some primitive parts. The recovery of surface information for exmaple by `shape from shading' alsorequires iconic material only.We can conclude that depth and surface information as well as motion can in many cases be computed using iconicprocessing. 6 INTERFACE DATA STRUCTURESThe results of data driven segmentation have to be passed to an interface which provides the transfer of theinformation to the symbolic processing stage. The iconic{symbolic interface is represented by the dotted line on thebottom of Fig. 1. Data structures for the representation of the results of the segmentation process were presented by



Proc. of SPIE's Conf. on Electronic Imaging (Conf. 1659), San Jose, CA, Feb. 9{14, 1992 5Data structure AuthorPrimal Sketches Marr19212{D Sketches Marr19Recursive Structure for Line Drawings Shapiro 30Iconic{Symbolic Data Structure Tanimoto32RSE{Graph Hanson & Riseman16Line Adjacency Graph Pavlidis24Region Adjacency Graph Pavlidis24Region Graph Fisher9Spatial Data Structure Shapiro und Haralick30Object{Oriented Data Base Goodman et al.13Segmentation Objects Niemann20, Paulus22Tab. 3: Candidates for an interface to knowledge based processingvarious authors as indicated in Tab. 3. In contrast to the left row of Tab. 1 the data structures listed here are conceptstypical for image processing. We now call any result of segmentation a segmentation object.A general data structure for the interface must have the expressional power to represent all kinds of informationresulting from any segmentation process. Surfaces, lines, regions, vertices and various structural and temporal relationsbetween any two of these objects may be detected during segmentation and have to be stored in these data structures.Objects of a higher dimension than two must be represented in the interface between iconic and symbolic processing,as indicated in section 5.Formally, a segmentation object may be expressed asSegObj : ((A : (AT ; R[ VT ))�; (P : SegObj)�; (S(P ) : R)�; CF : R).A segmentation object consists of:� a list of attributes or features (A), each represented as a pair of type (AT ) and a value. The value may be a realnumber (R) or some symbol out of a terminal alphabet (VT ); (e.g., the pair (colour,`red'));� a set of parts (P ) which are in turn instances of segmentation objects;� a set of fuzzy relations between these parts (S(P ));� a measure of the certainty for the whole object (a real number CF ).Segmentation objects without further parts are called `atomic objects'. Lines, vertices, and regions are examplesof atomic objects. For a more elaborated de�nition of the segmentation object see the book of Niemann.20 Attribute{value pairs (A) allow for the representation of features. Lines with individual values for mean contrast may serve asan example. Relations (S(P)) are used to represent structural properties like neighbourhood or collinearity. A fuzzyvalue is used since these relations tend to be uncertain or inaccurate in image analysis due to segmentation errorsor noise. Relations may be used for the representation of correspondences in stereo images (section 5). An overallmeasure of the quality of the segmentation object may be placed in the certainty factor (CF). This simpli�es furthersymbolic processing which often has to rank competing results. Any of the data structures listed in Tab. 3 conformsto a subset of this formal speci�cation.22 No dimension is speci�ed in the de�nition of segmentation objects. Theymay therefore be used for the representation of objects with arbitrary dimension.7 AN OBJECT{ORIENTED INTERFACEIn the previous sections we mentioned a variety of possible concepts for images and related data. These datastructures may be combined with their typical operations yielding abstract data types. Using inheritance and classeswe arrive at an object oriented description of the problem. Objects being instances of classes are accessed by messages



Proc. of SPIE's Conf. on Electronic Imaging (Conf. 1659), San Jose, CA, Feb. 9{14, 1992 6?���������) PPPPPPPPPq?�����+ QQQQQsGeoObj VolumePoint SurfaceRegionLine AtomObj �����+ ?QQQQQsChain Polygon Spline�����+ QQQQQs? : : :: : : Rep2dLineRep2dFig. 2: Hierarchy of atomic objects (left) and their representations (right); arrows indicate the relation `specialization'and the technical property `inheritance'.invoking methods. The internal structure of the object is hidden. The di�erences between classes and types are treatedin the paper of Cardelli and Wegner.3Starting with the general concept of an image, a hierarchy of image classes may be formed.12, 11 An object orientedapproach to image preprocessing is thus somewhat natural and was recently proposed by several authors.2, 5, 7, 8, 26, 29Peripheral devices for image processing and special hardware often used in image preprocessing and image displaymay as well be formulated using objects. Object oriented systems have also been proposed for image analysis systemscovering iconic and symbolic processing.4, 10Any of the concepts listed in Tab. 2 may be speci�ed as a class. We discriminate between geometric objects(Fig. 2 left) and their associated representations (Fig. 2 right). The former classes are independent of the dimension.The latter have a �xed dimension. The �gure shows representation classes for two{dimensional lines. An atomic lineobject may be used in a two{dimensional context. Possible representations are chain codes, polygons and splines. Thedimensionality of an atomic object is therefore attached to the object by its representation rather than to the class.Some methods for the classes Chain (chain code) and Line are listed in Tab. 4.The segmentation object as formally introduced in section 6 consists of parts (being segmentation objects) andrelations between them. Objects without further parts are called atomic objects. This structure can easily be achievedby a specialization hierarchy of classes as shown on the left bottom of Fig. 4: segmentation objects as well as atomicobjects are derived from geometric objects. Parts of segmentation objects may be geometric objects, i.e., eithersegmentation objects or atomic objects.Class Message DescriptionChain noOfLinks returns the number of links in the chainStartPoint returns a Point{ObjectEndPoint returns a Point{ObjectIsOnLine Checks whether a Point lies on this LineXDR stores (resp. reads) an external representationLine StartPoint uses the corresponding method of the representationlength returns the length of the linegetRep returns a representation (e.g. a Chain).display displays the line on the frame bu�erXDR stores (resp. reads) an external representationTab. 4: Examples of methods for geometric objects and representationsRelations are speci�ed as separate classes. The relations in a segmentation object are restricted to its parts, i.e.,we do not allow that parts of a segmentation object refer to objects outside of this object via relations. Anotherrestriction is put on the parts; it is forbidden that a segmentation object contains itself, even transitively. The parts of



Proc. of SPIE's Conf. on Electronic Imaging (Conf. 1659), San Jose, CA, Feb. 9{14, 1992 7a segmentation object thus form a directed acyclic graph. It is possible however, that a segmentation object is part ofseveral objects at the same time. This allows competing alternatives already in the segmentation stage. An exampleof theses properties is shown in Fig. 3. These restrictions are checked by the methods that add parts and relations tothe segmentation objects. Some of these methods are listed in Tab. 5.XXXXXXXXXXXXXX@@@@""""SO
SO2SO1 L4L3L2L1 ������= ?ZZZZZZ~����/ SSSSw ����/ SSSSwSOSO1 SO2 L4L1 L2 L3Fig. 3: Example for a hierarchy of parts in segmentation objects. The arrows on the right side indicate the relation`part{of'. Message DescriptionaddPart adds a geometric objectgetParts returns a set of all partsaddRel adds a new relation between partsgetRel returns a set of all relationsdisplay displays the object on the frame bu�erXDR stores or retrieves the objectTab. 5: Some methods of the class `SegObj'8 THE �̀���o& SYSTEMA complete implementation of a class hierarchy for iconic processing has been implemented in a system called`hippos' (Hierarchy of Picture Processing Objects, in greek letters written as �̀���o&; the author of the system likesplaying around with characters, icons and symbols and was inspired by Hofstadter's book17).22 It is implementedmostly in C++ and uses the `National Institutes of Health' (NIH) class{library.15 Currently about 70 classes for iconicprocessing are implemented and tested successfully, including those for iconic three{dimensional image segmentation.An overview of the top of the hierarchy is given in Fig. 4. The hierarchies in Fig. 2 are two examples of a furtherre�nement. The messages listed in Tab. 4 and 5 are subsets of the messages understood by the actual objects in �̀���o&.The abstract segmentation object (section 6) may have a variable number of attributes and a certainty factor.These facilities are introduced for the Hippos{Object (Fig. 4) which is the top of the hierarchy of image processingclasses. Every class in the subtree may thus have an attribute{list and a certainty factor.Using the general segmentation object this system allows the uniform implementation of preprocessing and seg-mentation algorithms in two or three spatial and temporal dimensions. Integrated computer vision is thereby possibleas proposed in the book of Aloimonos.1



Proc. of SPIE's Conf. on Electronic Imaging (Conf. 1659), San Jose, CA, Feb. 9{14, 1992 89 EXTERNAL REPRESENTATIONThe process of segmentation is usually divided into several intermediate steps (Fig. 1), often implemented asseparate processes. It is therefore necessary to have interfaces for sharing intermediate results among successiveprocesses. These results will normally be external representations of �̀���o&{objects. Another interface must be providedto give access to the results of existing programs not written in C++.The di�erent processes may be executed on di�erent machines, since the special resources needed for image pro-cessing like stereo cameras or frame bu�ers may not be available at every machine on the network. Thus, the interfaceshave to deal with di�erent internal data formats. Because of the large amount of data to be transmitted (images of5122 points for example) the data have to be in a compact format.Every �̀���o&{object (indeed every object in the system, including those imported from NIH) provides an exter-nal representation based on XDR (eXternal Data Representation).31 Generation and interpretation of the machine{independent binary representation is simply performed by a method obligatory to any class. Special care has beentaken to include version and diagnostic information in the external representation with a minimum of storage over-head. The representation scheme is general enough to ful�ll all the requirements of object oriented programming and| for selected classes | simple enough to be interpreted by conventional programs. Conventional programs for linedetection and region segmentation (arcs 1{10 in Fig. 1) may thereby be combined with object oriented segmentationalgorithms by a common representation for images. The external representation of the segmentation object providesa general interface for further symbolic image analysis.The data representation scheme also provides the means for easy implementation of remote procedure calls (rpc)which can easily be programmed since the SUN{rpc31 and XDR are closely related. This allows for transparent accessto remote image processing hardware (for an example refer to the method `display' in Tab. 4 and 5; the call will invokea remote procedure if the hardware addressed is not locally available and a local call otherwise).Writing a 5122{edge{image, i.e., an image consisting of edge directions and edge strength, with the XDR{methodrequires 19 seconds on a 3 MIPS workstation instead of 1.9 seconds for writing the raw data. The XDR{functionis called for every edge element. Presently, we sacri�ce this time since it is essential to have machine independentstorage in a local area network of heterogeneous computers. In future applications optimized XDR{routines with fewerfunction calls will reduce the overhead. Furthermore the time for reading and writing the information is normallysmall compared to the time for the real processing of images. (The computation of the above mentioned edge imagewith a Sobel{operator requires 100 seconds).
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Image3DAtomObj Image2DRep2DRep3DSegObjMatrix Represent XDRCollection ObjectGeoObjFig. 4: An overview of the �̀���o&{class hierarchy based on the NIH class library1510 STANDARDS AND OUTLOOKInternational standardization of image processing and image �le formats is in progress.6, 11 In addition many de{
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